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NVR Event Policy
Conditions for attendance at NVR events:

-

Minimum age is 14 years.

-

Registration is only valid after confirmation by the secretariat.

-

If unable to attend, the secretariat must be informed at least 2 days before the event

-

NVR may take pictures at events. These pictures may be used on social media, the NVR
website, in newsletters and other promotional materials. If you do not want to be photographed
you must indicate this in writing at the time of registration.

-

If NVR receives too few registrations for an event, the event may be cancelled. Registered
participants will be informed by the secretariat and the cancellation will be mentioned on the
NVR website and social media.

-

If NVR receives too many registrations for an event, surplus participants will be put on a
waiting list and informed of this by the secretariat.

NVR members may bring guests to NVR events on the following additional
conditions:

-

A member may bring a maximum of 2 guests per event.

-

If NVR receives too many registrations for an event, priority will be given to members.

-

The member must notify the secretariat by email before the event, mentioning the name(s) of
the guest(s).

-

The guests must be accompanied by the member.

-

The customary guest fee is € 5.00, to be paid at least 4 days before the event to NVR, IBAN
NL 40 TRIO 0338 5411 52, mentioning the members’ name, the guests’ name(s) and the
name of the event.

-

Registration of the guest is only valid after receipt of payment and confirmation by the
secretariat. There will be no reimbursement if the secretariat is informed less than 2 days
before the event.
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